We’re standing for the truth that Negroses can change.

A recent gathering of Baptists Invoking God’s Old Testament Standards, a nationwide Ex-Negro ministry, drew more than 850 people to Pulaski, Tennessee, to proclaim that hope for change is possible for those still struggling with acting like a Negro. Thousands of former colored people can celebrate a new life because someone cared enough to share with them the truth of God’s healing love. Thank you Bob Barr, Clarence Thomas, Alan Keyes and baseball hero John Rocker for having the courage to speak the truth: with Christ’s love (and the repeal of so-called “nondiscrimination” laws by Congress), Negroses can learn that true happiness will only come when they learn to act like normal people — us.

If you love someone, you’ll tell them the truth.

You might be shocked to know that most True Christians who speak against Negro behavior are motivated almost as much by love as hate. Of course, “hate” get all the headlines, but the truth still remains... We, at Baptists Invoking God’s Old Testament Standards believe every human being is precious to God and is entitled to respect – unless they break into your car. But when we see great suffering among Negroes, it’s an inherent Christian calling to show compassion and concern. The truth we know is that God abhors any form of sin, be it having 14 “baby daddies,” using unattractive language, naming illegitimate children after appliances, spending stolen money on Lotto or speaking back to the lady who hires you to clean. And if you were trapped in some self-destructive behavior, wouldn’t you want someone to care and make you just like them?

Calling Negro behavior sin is not anti-Negro, it’s pro-us.

We’ve seen the statistics...and they don’t lie. Negro behavior is not healthy behavior when it accounts for a disproportionate number of the trash that fills our jails. Negro males account for only about 7% of the population.  The cultural answer? Limp-wristed liberals want to send all the trash that fills our jails. Negro males account for only about 7% of

Negro behavior not a race issue...It's a heart issue.

There are problems for Negroes even prisons can’t fix. Studies also show a high degree of destructive behavior among Negroes, including the consumption of malt liquor out of 40 ounce bottles, listening to profane rap, drug abuse, “bitch-hating,” “playa-hating” and “ho dissin.” And it occurs even in Negro-affirming slums like Detroit and Newark. So, it’s not lack of acceptance; it’s their behavior, which is a visible response to a broken heart and unattractive grooming.

We don’t need to be perfect to condemn others.

Quite the contrary. A sinner can spot sin a mile away. Just ask Trent Lott. Or Bob Barr. They’d be the first to tell you they’re far from perfect. Bob has been married almost as many times as Zsa Zsa Gabor, and can barely speak without lying and was more than happy to spring for an abortion several years ago for the wife he was cheating on and was just about to abandon. The truth is we are all sinners. But that begs the larger question. Are we just going to just sit back as a nation and allow people to live their lives the way they want to? Yes, it does sound outrageous, but there are amoral people in this Christian Nation who think that it is “A-OK” for adults to live their lives differently from Fundamentalist Christians. We are here today to say with Christ’s love: this needs to stop.

Taking a stand. Extending a hand.

Long before the unchristian liberals on the Supreme Court forced so-called “nondiscrimination” on this once-godly nation, Christians took a stand in the public square against aggressive Negro activism. Indeed, it was often left solely to Southern Christians to stand up for Biblical principles that date back to the time God levied the curse of Ham on black people for peeking at a drunk, naked Noah. Sometimes, these courageous Christians were left to defend Biblical values with little more than fire hoses and attack-dogs. And for this bravery, we’ve paid a heavy price, with sound-bite labels like “bigot,” and “racist.” But all along we’ve had a hand extended to people who “act black” (and harsher prison terms for those who spur our Christian charity). In doing so, we are being truly Christ-like by reaching out to people we would normally choose not to have anything to do with — and who would certainly never have in our Christian homes.

If you really love someone, you’ll tell them the truth.

Please send your contribution of $1,000 or more to Baptists Invoking God’s Old Testament Standards c/o Landover Baptist Church so that we can run more newspaper ads like this one and hire people who don’t mind going into dangerous neighborhoods to pass out this godly message to those who need it most — willed Negroes.